Quroq — is the fabric which is made using droppings, is mainly composed of geometric figures. Creating home-made items of small, diverse colors and artwork requires great fantasy and computation. Because for creating quroq no new fabric is bought, but pieces of old fabrics are used. Quroq is an art of creating beautiful household objects from raw materials which were just about to throw down.

Geometric figures in quroq are constructed on the mutual relationship of triangles and rectangles. In most cases, a single final geometric shape is made in square or straight rectangular shape, combining it with a square or a straight rectangle. In some cases, a separate frame may also be used between these shapes. It is more common in pillowcases, cats and bedclothes. In some cases there will be plastering and wall hanging quroqs.

Quroq pieces in majority of cases are sewn by hand. Sometimes, it can be done using sewing machine. Sewing quroq requires great patience and endurance. Therefore it is necessary to have a great experience in sewing each piece in its place, the size of the fabric and the harmoniousness of colors.